Studies of a serum albumin-liposome complex as a model lipoprotein membrane.
Electron microscopy shows that the lipoprotein dispersions formed from the interaction of negatively charged liposomes with bovine serum albumin contain closed, vesicu lar, multilamellar structures. Discontinuous density gradient studies indicate that the lipoprotein suspensions are vesicles in which bovine serum albumin homogenously associates with lipid. Low angle X-ray diffraction results show that all the systems, positively and negatively charged, with and without protein, have the characteristic lamellar structure observed in biological membranes. The lamellar spacing (bilayer plus water layer) of negatively charged liposomes without bovine serum albumin is 55 A. The same lamellar separation in the positively charged system is 108 A. The lamellar spacing corresponding to bilayer, water, and protein for the negatively charged lipoprotein system is 93 A while that for the positively charged lipoprotein system is 91 A. These dimensions suggest that a layer of protein one molecule thick is incorporated between the lamellae bound to the surface of the bilayer. Wide angle X-ray diffraction results indicate no major effect of the protein on the 4.1 A spacing, characteristic of hexagonal packing of the hydrocarbon chains. A classical light scattering technique is used to show that the lipoprotein systems are osmotically active. The solute permeability exhibited by these lipoprotein systems follows the sequence (glucose smaller than arabinose smaller than malonamide smaller than glycerol). K+ diffusion from negatively charged lipoprotein systems is greater than that found for positively charged lipoprotein systems.